Factors affecting components of fitness in a gall-making wasp (*Cynips divisa* Hartig)
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Summary. The galls of the agamic generation of the cynipid gall-wasp *Cynips divisa* were studied; these galls are found only on the main veins of the leaf. Gallers are concentrated on the middle veins of leaves, and generally occur closer to the midrib than to the edge of the leaf. Survival of the gall-maker and fecundity of the emerging wasp depend on wasp size and position of the gall. There is a striking pattern in gall size according to the number of galls on the vein. The number of galls on a vein appears therefore to have a strong effect on potential fecundity.
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The commonest interaction in Nature is the tripartite one between plants, their insect herbivores, and parasitoids of the latter. It is therefore one of the most important systems to understand in both applied and theoretical contexts (Price et al. 1980). Herbivores are subject to selection pressures from both defensive mechanisms of the plant and attack by parasitoids: what determines their fitness under these conditions? We study this question in the cynipine gall wasp, *Cynips divisa*. The galls of this wasp provide a superb opportunity for testing many hypotheses about the interaction of the gall maker with both its parasites and its host plant. This paper records the patterns observed in the size and distribution of galls and their parasites.

Choice of habitat (in this case, microhabitat of the oviposition site) is a vital component of realized fitness; this study shows that it plays an important role in the determination of fitness in *Cynips*. Other gall systems have provided good evidence for the assessment of habitats in terms of their likely fitness payoff. For example, in the absence of predation pressure, galling aphids (*Pemphigus betae*) adjust their settling densities so as to equalise average fitnesses across leaves of different sizes; leaves of different sizes give gross differences in fitness if only a single gall is allowed to settle (Whitham 1980). Aphid stem mothers fight for possession of a basal position at the time of settling, since within leaves the basal position results in the highest fitness (Whitham 1986).

In a study of cynipid galls, Taper et al. (1986) concluded that the most important factor in the successful emergence of *Dryocosmus dubius* was the level of fungal infestation, which was itself negatively correlated with leaf tannin levels; thus it appears that leaf tannins protect the gall maker from fungal attack. This pattern also occurs at a different taxonomic scale, where cynipid species diversity is correlated positively with average tannin levels in different oak species (Taper & Case 1987). Taper et al. (1986) interpret this as evidence that cynipids take advantage of a protective role of tannins against fungal attack, but also possibly against their parasitoids or generalised leaf herbivores. However, the defensive role of tannins is controversial, since although they may be generalised protein-precipitating 'quantitative defences' (Feeny 1976), other evidence points to their being highly specific poisons (Bernays 1981; Zucker 1983).

In an evolutionary context, the role of parasitoids in the local population dynamics of their host has been studied in a cynipid gall wasp, *Xanthotheca politum* (Washburn and Cornell 1981). This study concluded that on a local scale parasitoids overexploited their host population, leading to extinction. Askew (1961) suggested that the alternation of generations seen in cynipid gall-makers is a consequence of parasitoid pressure. The host plant is also subject to evolutionary pressures from gall-makers (McCrea & Abrahamson 1985), and it is possible that the 250 to 450% increase in seed production in insecticide-sprayed oaks recorded by Crawley (1985) is entirely due to the almost total eradication of galls.

Methods

Gall wasps (Hymenoptera, Cynipoidea, Cynipinae) induce the growth of galls on a restricted range of plant species (*Quercus*, Rosaceae, Labiatae, Compositae and a few others) but by far the greatest number occur on oaks (75% of European cynipines, 88% of American species: Askew 1985). Askew (1961, 1980, 1985) has opened up the system to study by his detailed work on gall development, identifying the inhabitants, and working out food webs in galls of different species.

In 1983, leaves were collected from oak trees near Clifton, Nottingham. In 1986, collections of oak leaves were taken in autumn from oaks in Clumber Park, Nottinghamshire. The incidence of galling is very patchy, with many oaks having no *C. dubius* galls at all on their leaves. Within the tree, galls are also patchily distributed, occurring on some branches but not others. Samples were taken only from branches with galls.
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Like many cynipine species, *C. divisum* has heterogenic reproduction, i.e. an alternation between parthenogenetic and sexual generations, and each generation produces a different type of gall on oak. The parthenogenetic generation emerges from pea galls on the leaf veins of *Quercus robur* in the winter; females oviposit, and the resulting larvae produce red wart galls on the buds, which give rise to the sexual generation emerging in May. Parthenogenetic females emerge with a fully developed egg complement ready to lay, with no sign of a germarium or of any developing eggs in the ovarioles (Gilbert, unpublished work). Thus counting these will estimate the potential maximum fitness of individual females. This evades the complications of mating in the sexual generation, and enables a simple measure of maximum reproductive fitness, namely the number of eggs in the abdomen at emergence.

Galls were measured and their position on the leaf recorded according to the system shown in Fig. 1; then they were opened using a scalpel, and the contents recorded. During the autumn and early winter, adult female wasps emerge. When the gall is opened, therefore, the adult female is inside waiting to emerge, if she has escaped death from parasitism or other causes. Parasites are usually in the larval stages at this time of the year, and can be identified to genus using Askew’s (1985) key. It is possible to identify some of the inhabitants at this time of the year to species (Askew, unpublished work). Thus *Synergus* inquilines in the main chamber of the gall are *S. nervosus* Hartig, whilst if in a small secondary chamber in the gall wall they are probably *S. pallicornis* Hartig; larvae identified as *Torymus* are likely to be *Torymus (Symtosapsis) cyanus* Walker, but could be either of two other species; *Eurytoma* are *Eurytoma (Eurytoma) brunneividris* Ratzeburg; the identity of *Mesopobulus* is more uncertain, and no specific name can be assigned. Other causes of mortality include fungal attack, recognisable from the presence of fungal hyphae in the gall.

**Fig. 2.** Number of galls on the different veins of the leaf

**Results**

1. **Distribution of galls**
   a) **Across leaves.** Galls occurred singly or multiply on leaves, with up to 27 galls on a single leaf in the samples, and even higher densities can sometimes be observed. The number of galls on a leaf is significantly correlated with leaf size ($r = 0.4, n = 43, P < 0.01$).

   b) **Within leaves.** Within a leaf, galls occur only on the primary veins running out to the lobes of the leaf. Galls also occur on the midrib, but almost exclusively on the apical part ('top') where to all intents and purposes it is identical to a primary vein (Fig. 1).

   There is no difference in the distribution of galls on veins on either side of the midrib (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, $D = 0.07$, n.s.), but galls are not evenly distributed on the different veins (Fig. 2). If we assume random oviposition, we might expect that the number of galls on a vein is simply proportional to vein length; thus vein lengths were used to generate an expected distribution of galls: the observed distribution is highly significantly different from this expected pattern ($D = 0.15, P < 0.001$) with galls occurring more often on veins 3 and 4 and less often on the others than expected on the basis of their length.

   Galls are also generally closer to the midrib than to the leaf edge (Fig. 3), with 78% of galls being positioned less than halfway along the vein from the midrib.

   There is no difference in the distribution of single-, double-, triple- or quadruple-gall veins on the different veins of the leaf (chi-square = 24.2, d.f. = 18, $P = 0.15$).

2. **What influence gall diameter?**

   Some parasites may influence gall size (see below), but here we analyse size without reference to gall contents.

   Different leaves produce different mean gall sizes ($F_{2,283} = 2.31, P < 0.001$), but this may not be due to density effects. There is no significant effect of leaf gall density on mean gall size, nor on the size of the first gall on any vein, nor on gall size on veins with only a single gall. Analysis of variance demonstrates no effect of vein number on gall size (for veins 3, 4 and 5: $F_{2,294} = 0.17$, n.s.), but a very significant effect of gall order on the vein on a multiply-galled vein ($F_{2,294} = 5.97, P < 0.003$). Thus we suggest that for gall sizes, differences between leaves are likely to be due both to different leaf chemistry (not assessed here)
and to the fact that some leaves have galls dispersed singly on veins, whereas others have them clustered multiply on veins.

Figure 4 shows the striking pattern of gall diameter and order on veins with different number of galls. On a 3-gall vein, the first gall (closest the midrib) is larger than the second, which in turn is larger than the third. On a 2-gall vein the same pattern holds, with the first larger than the second. Considering only the first gall, the more companions it has on the vein, the larger it is. A two-way analysis of variance on the first two galls on 2- and 3-gall veins shows a highly significant effect of order (F_{1,197} = 14.3, P < 0.001) and a significant effect of vein garr-number (F_{1,197} = 4.35, P < 0.05). This effect of gall order is not due to the influence of distance from the midrib: in a multiple regression of gall diameter (dependent) with order and distance (independent variables), only order has a significant effect.

3. How do parasites distribute themselves in galls?

No differences in parasitism rates were found in relation to leaf categories of low (0–5), medium (6–10) or high gall (>10) densities per leaf (chi-square = 5.2, d.f. = 2, P > 0.05). The total number of parasites in a single gall depends on gall diameter, since more are found in larger galls (chi-square = 195.5, P ≤ 0.001; Fig. 5). The occurrence of parasites on veins is significantly non-random (chi-square = 12.9, d.f. = 5, P < 0.05), entirely due to the unexpectedly few parasitized galls found on the ‘top’ vein (Fig. 1).

Synerbus nervosus occurred in 40% of the galls opened, and were generally found in the larger galls (in 67% of those >4 mm). This is puzzling since Askew (1961) states that attack by S. nervosus occurs early and leads to stunting of the gall. More S. nervosus were found in the first gall on a vein than in the second or third (chi-square = 6.8, d.f. = 2, P < 0.05). Synerbus pallicornis forms a small chamber in the wall of the gall. It occurred in 19% of the galls opened, and only those in which S. nervosus was present. Eurytoma bruniventris was found in 15% of galls; it also was generally found in larger galls, again in contrast with Askew’s findings.

In contrast, fungal attack was concentrated in the smaller galls, and was common (20%). It is not possible to tell whether the fungus was the cause or consequence of the death of the gall occupant, but it was strongly associated with the absence of evidence for parasitism (chi-square = 54, d.f. = 1, P ≤ 0.001). This may be because mould obscures the evidence for parasitism, or that the mortality occurs earlier than parasite attack.

4. What affects the survival and fecundity of the gall-maker?

Since in 1986 only 2 of 443 galls contained living C. divisa (0.45%), this section uses less comprehensive data collected from another site during 1985, when survival varied from 0 to 67% on different leaves.

The percentage survival of C. divisa was uncorrelated with either leaf size (r = –0.14, n = 22, n.s.) or with gall density between leaves (r = 0.1, n.s.), but although the scatter is large, we believe that there is a negative trend that would probably be significant with a much larger sample size. Figure 6 shows that survival is highly correlated with gall density within leaves.

Fecundity of individual females varied from 115 to 241 eggs. The highest values occurred at intermediate leaf sizes (10–11 cm long) and at intermediate gall densities.

Nearly all the data on fecundity were gathered from females who were the sole survivors on their vein: only in two cases were two survivors on a vein found. Clearly these data are very scanty. However, there is an intriguing
While in our study in 1985 some 20% of galls contained live adult female *Cynips*, dissection of more than 440 galls in 1986 disclosed only 2 surviving gall makers. This may indicate that in *C. divisa* at this latitude populations are evanescent, colonising and dying out as their parasitoids catch up with them. This shifting pattern of populations may be common in insects (Taylor 1986) and may characterise biological control by parasitoids (Murdoch et al. 1985). Washburn & Cornoll (1981) described the local extinction of a gall-wasp population caused by its parasitoids, and a similar situation may exist in *C. divisa*. Only long-term data can clarify these ideas. However, it is dangerous to consider *C. divisa* in isolation from other galls; its parasitoids are polyphagous, and therefore will survive in an area in the presence of pen galls. This argues against the interpretation of shifting pattern of populations as Taylor (1986) suggests.

Ovipositing females of the sexual generation obviously tend to lay on the middle veins of leaves. This could be either due to the timing of oviposition, or because of site selection by females. Without observational data it is difficult to be sure, but Askew (1961) notes that galls first appear during mid-June, when leaves are already fully developed. Thus it seems likely that females select veins for oviposition. We have as yet no data on the consequences of this choice to wasp fitness.

We do not yet know whether a large gall produces a large (and therefore fecund) wasp, since gall sizes were not recorded in 1985 when survival was good. However, the pattern of gall development on multi-gall veins is consistent with a resource-interception hypothesis; plant resources demanded chemically by distal galls for growth are partially intercepted by proximal galls, leading to larger sizes. Larger galls may make parasitoid attack less likely (Askew 1961). We have some evidence (Fig. 7) that such extra resources can be channelled into altering size and/or fecundity, probably via resource allocation patterns of the wasp. We consider that the allometric relationship between size and fecundity has great potential as a sensitive probe for detecting growth conditions (cf. Collins 1980). Tests of these ideas will require the exclusion of parasites and manipulation of gall densities on veins, both easily accomplished in this system.

The role of the fungus-tannin interaction has been explored for an oak-gall system by Taper et al. (1986), and their hypothesis may well apply here too. *C. divisa* females may choose their oviposition site by detecting tannin levels (cf. Zucker 1982), as an evolutionary response to high mortality from fungal attack. In this study, fungus was probably the second most important cause of death to gall occupants (20%).
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